Explicit Improvement plan for 2015

What
⇒ Communication
⇒ Reading
⇒ Numeracy
⇒ Positive School wide Behaviour

Why
Every student becomes an active citizen of the future.

How
⇒ Differentiated Aligned Curriculum
⇒ Differentiated Pedagogy
⇒ Differentiated Performance Development

---

Principal Chatter

We will be celebrating Book Week on Wednesday 26th August. We are hoping that every student and every staff member will dress up as a character from their favourite book. There will be a book prize for the best dressed from Lower Primary, Upper Primary, Junior Secondary and Senior Secondary.

The costume parade and judging will take place at parade and parents are very welcome to watch or join in the fun.

During the day there will be story telling in the library for each class. As literacy and communication are a huge focus for our school we want to promote our students motivation through exciting and fun activities such as book week. This year the special day has been organized by our wonderful Library Teacher Aides. They have done an amazing job making our library an inviting place to learn. Well done ladies!

Next week is also exciting because Sam Dennis is returning after a long absence of sick leave. We are so excited about having her smiling face and funny lasting back with us again. She will be working every Monday and Wednesday until the end of term and then increasing the number of days as she becomes stronger. Please feel free to drop in and welcome her back.

Laurelle Allen
Principal

---
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School Office Hours

The office is open:
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What’s On

August
14th Sports Day
26th Newsletter Week

September
2 – 9th Cool waters Junior Camp
18th Newsletter Week
17th Immunisations
18th Term 3 concludes

October
6th Term 4 Resumes
29th/11 Senior Camp
29th Graduation
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Its Sports Day tomorrow!!

Please come along and cheer on the students and join in on the fun.
There will be a sausage sizzle and water and poppers available for sale through the P & C.

PARKING!!!
Please enter via the back gate onto the oval from Berserker Street.
Ample shaded parking available.
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Happy Birthday!!

Hope you all have a fabulous Birthday

August

Cathury Chocolate Drive
The Cathury Chocolate are selling well, but there are still some boxes remaining that NEED to be sold.

If you have sold your box of chocolates and would like some more please see Kathy Bailey, Tricia Goody or the office.
This is a great fundraiser for our school and together we can make it a huge success.

EFTPOS
The P&C now have access to the school EFTPOS machine so when making payments to the P&C you can now pay by EFTPOS.

Mobile Phones—Students who bring their mobile phones to school will need to either hand them in to the school office to be securely stored or kept in their school bag during school hours. Calls/texts to mobiles can not be taken during school hours. If parents need to contact their student this can be done by phone to the school office. Inappropriate use of mobile phones will be addressed by the Principal.

SCHOOL BANK
Wednesday is school banking day.
If you need any information about banking please see Tricia Goody or the office.

Suggestion Box
Do you have a suggestion for the P&C?
We would love to hear from you.
Simply pop your suggestions into the P&C mailbox at the office.

Weekly Awards
Congratulations to the following students on their fantastic effort!

Primary KB
Tyler—for constructing his own sentence
U/Prim AH
Jaccob—for following instructions
Middle HE
Nick—for constructing sentence strips to comment on what he can see/hear
Lilly—for using some eye contact when reaching for an item
Primary EL
Koper—for identifying and sequencing events
Terry—for good choices in the playground
Middle SM
Lachlan—for identifying and discussing the main character in a text
Jnr Sec BD
Zach—for making an effort communicate his feelings and wants
Charlie—for adjusting back into school routines
Jnr Sec SB
Dakota—for responding to questions during class
Jnr Sec EL
Sophie—for being a confident reader
Alana—for excellent work in geography
Jnr Sec LA
Samson—for identifying three new sight words in three days and using these in correctly formed sentences
Middle BN
Annie—for her enthusiasm during writing
Ser Sec TP
Jaccob—for showing the qualities of a good leader at the interschool sports carnival
Ser Sec TW
Ze Jnr—for doing a great job shopping for the tuckshop
Ser Sec JN
Rhys—for answering questions with prompts by naming objects in images
Melissa—for answering questions by naming objects and places in images

Thankyou for your cooperation.